
CBC acknowledges that we are meeting on 
the traditional country of the Kaurna people 
of the Adelaide Plains.  We recognise and 
respect their cultural heritage, beliefs and 
relationship with the land.  We acknowledge 
that they are of continuing importance to the 
Kaurna people living today.

Dear Parents and Caregivers

Community News

This week Deputy Elect Mr Cameron Alexander 
visited CBC for an official handover with Mr 
Clarke.  Mr Alexander was introduced to staff and 
students across the three campuses and enjoyed 
the opportunity to familiarise himself with College 
culture prior to his arrival in 2018.

I invite you to attend the Rowing Quiz night which 
is occurring on Saturday 4 November at 6.30pm 
in the College Gymnasium.  Tickets at $15 will 
be available at the door and a silent auction and 
raffles will be a highlight.  Wine, beer, soft drinks, 
tea and coffee are available for purchase.  All 
proceeds will assist the Rowing program.  Thank 
you to the Rowing Association for their generous 
gift of time in running this event.

I am away for the latter part of this week 
reviewing Waverley College which is a Sydney 
Edmund Rice school.  Every few years, Principals 
of EREA schools are required to assist with 
School Renewals which provide valuable 
feedback on a school’s authenticity to the 
EREA Touchstones (Gospel Spirituality, Inclusive 
Community, Justice and Solidarity, Liberating 
Education) as well as the rigour of the school in 
terms of education, leadership, stewardship, risk 
mitigation and culture.

All Saints and All Souls Day

My daughter who is nine has been busily 
preparing Halloween costumes for upcoming 
neighbourhood celebrations.  At CBC our staff 
members and Religious Education Team have 
been active in spiritually preparing and educating 
our boys about two very important Feasts 
which occur at the same time: All Saints on 1 
November and All Souls on 2 November.

The following provides a brief explanation of 
these important Church Feasts.

The Solemnity of All Saints is a holyday of 
obligation, and it is the day that the Church 
honours all of God’s saints, even those who 
have not been canonized by the Church.  It 
is a family day of celebration – we celebrate 
the memory of those family members (sharing 
with us in the Mystical Body, the communion 
of saints) now sharing eternal happiness in the 
presence of God.  We rejoice that they have 
reached their eternal goal and ask their prayers 
on our behalf so that we, too, may join them 
in heaven and praise God through all eternity.  
In England, saints or holy people are called 
‘hallowed’, hence the name ‘All Hallows Day’.  
The evening, or ‘e’en’ before the feast became 
popularly known as ‘All Hallows Eve’ or even 
shorter, ‘Hallowe’en’

www.catholicculture.org

November 2 is a date designated to pray for 
all the departed … the Feast of All Souls.  The 
feasts of All Saints and All Souls fall back to back 
to express the Christian belief of the ‘Communion 
of Saints.’ The Communion of Saints is the union 
of all the faithful on earth, the saints in Heaven 
and the Poor Souls who suffer, with Christ as 
the Head.  Both the faithful on earth and the 
saints in heaven can pray for all souls.  Our 
Christian Brothers traditionally commemorate 
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Liberating Education
We open hearts and minds, through quality teaching and learning experiences, so that through 
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all Saints and All Souls days with a gathering at 
West Terrace Cemetery in prayer for deceased 
Brothers followed by a Mass and community 
gathering.  I have been moved in previous years 
by the depth of reverence and respect shown 
towards our departed Brothers not just by their 
surviving Brothers but by our students and those 
of us who follow in their footsteps.  Let us in our 
celebration of these important Feast days, allow 
the Grace of our loving God to touch our lives so 
that like the saints we may be open to a deeper 
love with those around us, especially the poor 
and marginalised.

Kaurna Language Course

There are some staff members, including me, 
who are currently studying Kaurna language as 
part of an 8-week course sponsored by Catholic 
Education SA.  Kaurna is the traditional language 
of the indigenous people of the Adelaide Plains.  
The course aims to improve staff knowledge of 
Aboriginal language and culture.

Year 6 Canberra Trip

Our Year 6 cohort departed for Canberra last 
Sunday as part of a very important learning 
experience.  The Australian Curriculum promotes 
Civics and Citizenship and general capabilities 
to add depth and richness to student learning.  
The capabilities include: Literacy, Numeracy, 
Information and Communication Technology 
capability, Critical and creative thinking, Personal 
and social capability, Ethical understanding and 
Intercultural understanding.  While in Canberra 
our students will visit Parliament House, the 
Australian Institute of Sports, the Australian War 
Memorial and a range of other exciting tourist 
and educational venues.  

Old Collegians Lunch

Last Sunday our Old Collegians met at the 
Seven Stars Hotel for our annual Old Collegians 
gathering.  This was a great opportunity for our 
‘Old Boys’ to reconnect and share stories of their 
time at our beloved College.  It was pleasing 
some old boys travelled from interstate to be part 
of the lunch.  The lunch also provided me with 
the opportunity to introduce Mrs Sally Cranney 
College Events and Foundation Officer and to 
thank Mr Michael Moran (College Archivist) for 

his ongoing voluntary work and commitment.  
The lunch also provided an opportunity for us 
to farewell Mr Shaun Clarke who was presented 
with a farewell gift in recognition of his significant 
contribution to life at CBC.

Student Achievement

Congratulations to Year 6 student Will Holmes 
who was selected in the State Under-12 Sports 
Track and Field competitions in early December.

Year 12 Departure

Our Year 12 students formally left the College 
last Thursday with a liturgy, Parents and 
Friends BBQ, and whole school assembly.  I 
commend the Year 12 cohort on their respectful 
behaviour on the last days.  CBC has a long and 
proud tradition of celebrating with prayer and 
community rather than ‘muck up days’.  I thank 
the P & F and members of staff who prepared 
this important farewell rite of passage for our 
students.  It is now imperative that students use 
their time at home wisely to prepare for exams 
and/or complete all assignments.

Lutheran – Roman Catholic 
Reformation Commemoration

On Tuesday 31 October Lutherans, Roman 
Catholics and Christians from many 
denominations around the world united in 
celebration.  In Adelaide I attended a day of 
prayer, dialogue and events which celebrated the 
deep hope we have in living a life in communion 
with the Gospel values.

Conclusion

This week let us pray for unity and peace.  Let us 
pray for our Year 12s who have departed from 
CBC but not from our hearts.  Let us pray for our 
loved ones who have departed this world and 
ask for God’s gentle care to heal any associated 
loss and grief.

Mr Noel Mifsud
Principal

2017 SCHOOL CALENDAR

Term 4, Week 4
Mon 6 Nov P&F Meeting

Biology Exam – 9am
Vietnam Pilgrim Retreat Day (SMC / CBC)

Tues 7 Nov Junior Campus Liturgy
Chinese Cont Exam – 9am
EAL Exam – 1.30pm
English Literary Exam – 1.30pm

Wed 8 Nov JC Community Prayer – 9am
Community Mass (SC) – Smith
Modern History Exam – 9am
Accounting Exam – 1.30pm
Rowing Aux. Meeting

Thurs 9 Nov Essential Maths Exam – 9am
General Maths Exam – 9am
Mathematical Methods Exam – 1.30pm
Musica Viva (Yr 3-6)

Fri 10 Nov Middle/Senior School Assembly 
(Remembrance Day Liturgy)
Legal Studies Exam – 9am
Vietnam Pilgrimage Departs

Sat 11 Nov Remembrance Day

Term 4, Week 5
Mon 13 Nov CBC Old Collegians Meeting

Principal Tours (JC)
Nutrition Exam – 9am
Physics Exam – 1.30pm

Tues 14 Nov Junior Campus Liturgy
Principal Tours (SC)
Psychology Exam – 9am
Information Technology Exam – 1:30pm

Wed 15 Nov JC Community Prayer – 9am
Community Mass (SC) – Walsh
Chemistry Exam – 9am

Thurs 16 Nov Physical Education Exam – 9am
Economics Exam – 1.30pm

Fri 17 Nov Junior Campus Assembly
Specialist Maths Exam – 9am
Tourism Exam – 1.30pm
MS Social (Year 7–9)

Full Term Planner download: www.cbc.sa.edu.au

www.facebook.com/cbcadelaide

Term 4 Principal’s Tours
Monday 13 November (Junior Campus) 
Tuesday 14 November (Senior Campus)

9.30am – 10.30am,  5.30pm – 6.30pm

Book online www.cbc.sa.edu.au/tours

An invitation to discover your son’s amazing potential!

A Birth–Year 12 Catholic College for boys in the Edmund Rice Tradition   www.cbc.sa.edu.au |  /cbcadelaide

Term 4 School Fee 
Reminder
Monthly fees are due and 
payable immediately.

School Fees for 2017 are due to be 
finalised no later than Friday 27 October 
2017, unless there is mutually acceptable 
payment arrangement in place with the 
College.  You are always welcome to 
discuss your financial situation with the 
Business Manager Mr Frank Scali.

School Card Forms

Please return these forms to the Finance 
Office promptly to ensure that you receive 
any discount that you may be entitled to.

If you have any queries please contact the 
Finance Office on 8400 4207.
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Wellbeing For Learning

The core business of our college is to provide 
students with a rich learning environment that 
is open, respectful, caring and safe.  This ideal 
learning environment optimises wellbeing of 
our students that reflects our school values and 
Touchstones that makes the school an exciting, 
stimulating and welcoming place.  We know from 
experience that if a student’s wellbeing is not 
flourishing and being nurtured then their learning 
maybe affected adversely.

All our students need to have a sense of 
belonging.  Belonging has long-term impacts 
on physical, mental, and social wellbeing.  
Unfortunately, many students in our schools 
today struggle to belong, which results in 
high disengagement in learning.  Research is 
showing we have increasing rates of students 
with anxiety and depression, and mental illness 
is the greatest burden for young people.  Often 
educators have thought that we educate 
for academic performance or wellbeing, not 
academic performance and wellbeing.  In fact, 
the two are not exclusive of each other; rather 
they are integrated together where wellbeing and 
learning mutually support each other.  Last year 
we initiated the appointment of Student Learning 
Coordinators who oversee both the academic 
and pastoral outcomes for students.

Our College community and staff play an 
important role in developing a sense of 
wellbeing and belonging in both the schoolyard 
and classroom.  Professor Seligman (2011) 
defined wellbeing in terms of PERMA: positive 
emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning 
and accomplishment.  What fundamentally is 

important in the wellbeing of any student is 
that they are feeling good and functioning well.  
Some of our staff recently have attended positive 
education seminars.  Positive education aims to 
integrate the science of positive psychology with 
best learning practices in education.  The focus 
of positive education is about building wellbeing 
within educational communities.  The South 
Australian State Government has used Professor 
Martin Seligman as a thinker in residence to 
challenge us as a state to think positively about 
our wellbeing both as educators and citizens.  
They have produced the Wellbeing for Learning 
and Life framework (https://www.decd.sa.gov.au/
doc/wellbeing-learning-and-life-framework) that 
supports educators, allied health professionals 
and other practitioners working with children and 
young people.  This framework is also aligned 
with the South Australian Government’s State of 
Wellbeing Vision Statement (https://dcsi.sa.gov.
au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/48277/South-
Australia-State-of-Wellbeing-final-2017-09-21.
pdf), which has recently been published.

South Australian Premier Jay Weatherill stated 
that:

Professor Seligman’s challenge is aspirational.  
It asks us to think in terms of strengths – it 
asks us to consider seriously what we most 
hope for – for ourselves, for our families and 
communities, and for the future of our state.

As a College community our commitment to the 
wellbeing of our students is by:

• Developing and communicating an explicit 
commitment to wellbeing

• Acknowledging individual differences and 
providing opportunities for all students to 
learn and succeed

• Ensuring students have opportunities to 
participate in school decision-making 
processes

• Applying consistent school-wide rules and 
consequences that are:

• Collaboratively developed with students 
and the broader school community

• Clearly explained

• Positively enforced

• Rewarding of good behaviour

• Providing pastoral care for students

• Maintaining a physical space, including 
in the cyber environment, that maximises 
staff and student safety

• Supporting staff wellbeing

Developing a strong sense of wellbeing is also 
about integrating quality classroom teaching 
and curriculum that builds the foundations for 
wellbeing.  This can be achieved by ensuring 
there is sound pedagogy in the classroom that:

• Explicitly teaches personal and social 
capabilities

• Equips students with the knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and strategies to understand and 
manage themselves and their relationships

• Builds positive relationships between teacher 
and students, and 

• Is responsive to the individual needs of 
students.

As a College community our focus is not just 
on the education of our students; we need to 
recognise the need for preventative approaches 
to mental health.  It is essential that we have 
an integrated approach that supports both the 
academic and wellbeing domains, and through 
using appropriate educational programs that 
allow us to measure and monitor the wellbeing 
of our students and build strong emotional 
capabilities for them to be successful in life and 
the world beyond school.

Mr Shaun Clarke
Deputy Principal

From the 
Deputy 
Principal

CBC Parents & Friends 
Annual General Meeting
The Parents and Friends AGM will occur on Wednesday, 22 
November in the Walsh Lecture Theatre commencing at 7pm.

We invite all parents to be part of the P&F and support the College 
community and raise funds for resources that support your son. 

The following nomination for the following positions will be available at 
the AGM:

President Vice President
Treasurer Secretary

We invite all parents to nominate for the above position or attend the 
AGM and be a member of the committee. If you are interested in 
nominating for a position please complete the form below and return 
to the front office by Friday, 17 November or email to ebarton@
cbc.sa.edu.au

We welcome all parents to attend the AGM and be part of the P&F 
committee.

Nomination Form
Please return to the college by Friday 17 November.

Tick Name of Nominee

  President

  Vice President

  Treasurer

  Secretary
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DIGITAL 
LITERACY
I was talking to a parent one afternoon after 
school last week, she was asking about 
accessing Office 365 from home.  Her son is in 
Year 5 and I have recently introduced his class 
to this digital collaboration tool.  She was telling 
me of the excitement the students were feeling 
as they were able to connect with each other 
and their teachers using this tool.  We began 
discussing how the role of the Library and the 
Library Teacher has changed since we were both 
at school and the importance of digital literacy 
in our modern world.  This conversation was 
a timely segway to share with you how we are 
using digital technologies at the Junior Campus 
to ensure your boys are well prepared for the 
challenges of the future.

‘The object of education is to prepare the 
young to educate themselves throughout their 
lives.’ Lev Vygotsky (1930)

While the traditional functions of speaking and 
listening, reading, writing and viewing remain 
central to being literate contemporary society 
has created new literacy needs, particularly 
as a result of changing technologies.  New 
technologies impact on teaching and should 
build on foundational literacies and skills, 
remembering that being literate encompasses 
all curriculum areas and is not just about writing 
but importantly the motivation to interpret and 
understand our modern world, curiosity drives 
learning.

For students to learn, ideas must be made 
real, and a clear process must be followed to 
transform an idea into a reality.  Spaces and 
resources for the development of creative ideas 
include digital technologies such as robotics, 

coding opportunities, iPad apps and digital 
collaboration tools.  Technology provides 
the tool for learning in global communities 
and teaching students how to access and 
critically analyse information is the key to 
learning in the 21st century and beyond.  
Communities of learners connecting with 
others through digital tools engages and 
equips students to become adaptable 
lifelong learners.

With this philosophy at the forefront it is easy 
to see why our digital program has been met 
with such enthusiasm by the boys.  Junior 
Primary students are being introduced 
to coding using a number of tools including 
Scratch Junior and Minecraft, our primary boys 
are using Scratch, Game Star Mechanic, info 
graphic builders and digital collaboration tools 
and our upper primary boys are connecting with 
the CBC community using Office 365 and all the 
applications it has to offer.  Digital engagement 
drives motivation, allows creativity, builds 
confidence and translates to success in other 
learning areas.  One of the biggest successes 
I have seen is students who would otherwise 
take a back seat in their learning becoming 
teachers and the whole group benefiting from the 
conversations between peers.

Over the last two terms we have made many 
changes to our Junior Campus library to facilitate 
engagement in learning for the future.  The library 
is a dynamic and creative community space 
which connects the physical with the virtual, is an 
incubator for ideas and a space for learning and 
innovation.  It provokes wonder and discussion 
and provides reliable access to resources, 
including books, magazines, newspapers, web 
sites and digital tools.  It is an extension of the 
classroom, a gateway to outdoor learning spaces 
and the conduit to making sense of the real 
world.  We are working hard to make resources 
more accessible and to develop spaces for 
the students to have the best opportunities for 
success which also includes opportunity for 

students to be still, 
meditate, think and re-engage in learning 
throughout the day.  We encourage students to 
be part of the management of the Library giving 
them a sense of ownership and pride and also 
creating a deeper understanding of the concept 
of knowledge and power.  

I encourage you to visit the library with your 
son and take full advantage of this amazing 
space.  Enjoy the term ahead and take time with 
your son in this busy season to reflect on the 
achievements of the year.  

Mrs Jackie Hodgson
Junior Campus Library Teacher

SATURDAY 4 NOVEMBER 
6.30pm CBC Gymnasium, 214 Wakefield Street, Adelaide

20
17

BYO Picnic Supper.  Drinks will be available for purchase. 
6.30pm for 7.00pm start

$10 per ticket ($90 tables of 10) or $15 per ticket at the door

Cheese Platters (only available via TryBooking) 
$25 for up to 5 people / $50 for up to 10 people

Tickets available at www.trybooking.com/RGUT or www.trybooking.com/303387

Further details: Ji Allen on 0425 763 474

Centre of Innovation and Learning

Early works 
commencing

Monday 6 November
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Final Year 12 Liturgy
Introduction by Mr Shaun Clarke

Dear Gentlemen

We come together today to celebrate our last day of school.  This day is not only an end to our schooling, but also the end of the chapter of an 
important part of our lives.  For all of you here your attendance to school has been a significant part of your life over the past 13 years.  Each of 
us have come to CBC with a different journey, but we all have the same experience.  A community that is about providing the opportunity for 
education, an education that is liberating, that welcomes all students irrespective of their background, religion or economic status.  It is us living 
collectively the values of Blessed Edmund Rice in our everyday life that makes CBC a nurturing community, that welcomes all people, including 
those on the margins to provide opportunities for us to build a better world.  

Each of you are a gift to our college, your presence and your individual stories makes this a college that transforms lives.  Br Phillip Pinto cfc, 
former congregational leader of the Christian Brothers once stated ‘the difference between a stranger and a friend is knowing their story’.  Today 
we would like to share an extraordinary story of a CBC student in Year 12 whose journey to C BC has been one of courage, determination 
and resilience.  A Story that reminds all of us that each day we live, we need to give blessing for our friends, family, freedom of speech and the 
opportunity to dream.  Akram would like to share his own personal journey to CBC, a journey of survival, a journey that didn’t include 13 years 
of education and a journey of hope.  I invite Akram to share his journey and our importance to keep his family and the Rohingan people in our 
prayers.

Akram’s Story
My name is Akram Maungkyawmin. Today, I wish to share my story and the story of my people.

 I was born in a small village called Maungdaw in Mynanmar, formerly Burma. I am Rohingya, 
Muslim. In my country, the Myanmar Government regard Rohingyan Muslims as third class citizens. 

My family of two sisters, three brothers decided I should flee Myanmar to be safe as our lives were 
always in danger. My parents passed away. In 2013, my family provided the money for me to 
escape to Bangladesh, then Malaysia and finally to Indonesia. Upon reaching Indonesia, I boarded 
an illegal vessel with Australia as my destination. 

The boat was not safe and near the shores of Christmas Island, the boat broke apart. We were 
cast into the rough seas and I fortunately had a life jacket. Many did not have life jackets and did 
not survive this experience. I was placed in Detention Centre on Christmas Island. My number was  
YOU008. This is my boat number.

Fortunately, Life Without Barriers plucked me out after 12 months and I arrived here in Adelaide in 
2014. Emma Lewis was my Carer and Guardian Angel. 

The next greatest blessing was when Christian Brothers College accepted me into this wonderful 
school. I had never been to school before. Rohingan people are not allowed to be educated. This 
has been a dream opportunity. 

I wish to give thanks and gratitude to all of the CBC Community. My dream of becoming a Police 
Officer may one day be realized. I shall never forget this gift.

As we gather in this Sacred Chapel, my people are experiencing ethnic genocide. More than half a 
million Rohingya people have fled violence in Myanmar and escaped to Bangladesh. Over 515,000 
people have arrived in just two months, making it one of the most sudden and intense humanitarian 
crises ever.

I wish to give thanks to my Carer, Sarah and Ryan Ayles who have become my family. I also wish to 
thank Dr Rachele Tullio, Ms Jane Gaynor, Mr Noel Mifsud, Mr Shaun Clarke and the many teachers 
here who have walked with me on this journey.

cè-zù tin-ba-deh – Thank you

Year 8 History 

Medieval Weapons
The Year 8 History class has been studying 
the Middle Ages. Part of their study involved 
researching the various types of weapons utilised 
during this period and preparing a presentation 
to the class which outlined the usefulness 
and limitations of their selected weapon(s). It 
was great to see that many of the boys went 
above and beyond and actually created replica 
weapons which aided their presentations.

Mr George Bryant
History Teacher
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Four Ideas for Working With Our 
Young Men With Anxiety
The good news is that supporting children 
to manage anxiety doesn’t always *need* a 
psychologist.  Parents and carers, teachers 
and other professionals can be very effective at 
helping children manage anxiety and increase 
their confidence.

Here are a few ideas all adults (including 
psychologists, as well as teachers, health 
professionals, parents and carers) might find 
useful in supporting children with anxiety.

1.  Focus on increasing brave and confident 
behaviour
The part of our brain which monitors threat 
takes notice of our body language, how we act, 
speak and where we go and don’t go.  It then 
uses this information to help gauge how much 
threat we are actually experiencing.  When we 
ACT in brave and confident ways, our brain says 
‘huh, everything must be okay’ - and gradually 
we FEEL more confident.  When we ACT in 
brave and confident ways, we have experiences 
which tell us we can cope.  Brave and confident 
behaviour helps us feel less anxious.

This is true for children too.  The more we a child/
teen acts in brave and confident ways, the less 
anxious they will feel.

It is important to try to think very specifically 
about what brave and confident actions or 
behaviours we can help a child work towards.  
We don’t simply want to tell children/their families 
to ‘act more confidently’ but instead identify what 
that might actually look like.  For example, when 
I work with families on separation anxiety, I ask 
parents/carers this question:

‘If this child was not anxious, what would we see 
them doing or saying in these situation?  And 
what about in this situation?’

As you can see, I am trying to identify brave and 
confident behaviours for us to work on.  For 
example, at school drop off - it might be the 
child having their head up, saying good bye in 
a confident voice and walking over to friends.  
When mum goes out at night, it might be a child 
who says ‘have a good time’ and only calls/texts 
mum one time.

I then a) explain to children why this brave 
behaviour is important (it will slowly make you 
feel less afraid), b) break the behaviour down 
into small steps, and c) use rewards and 
encouragement in order to help the child start to 
act this way.

For example, for a child who needs help acting 
more confidently with peers, I might draw a 
‘ladder’ or a ‘snake’ on a piece of paper - divide 
it up into many sections and ask a parent/other 
adult to provide the child with a stamp/smiley 
face every time they look at someone’s eyes and 
say hello.

Here you can see I am skipping straight to the 
‘positive opposite’ (thanks Alan Kazdin) – for 

some children I work with, this is the most 
important part of the invention (more so, for 
example, than getting them to see their ‘irrational’ 
fears).

2.  Slowly reduce avoidance

In the same way that acting more confidently 
increases confidence, acting in anxious ways 
over time actually increases anxiety.  In other 
words, when children avoid situations which 
make them anxious, they will become more 
anxious.

I am always assessing any avoidance in children.  
This avoidance might be obvious (i.e., they 
never go near a dog) or it might be subtle (they 
avoid looking at something, or try to distract 
themselves in the presence of something).

This doesn’t mean that everything a child avoids 
needs to be faced.  One of my children would 
rather die than go on a roller-coaster and frankly 
I’m fully supportive of his avoidance of these 
contraptions!

However, when the avoidance is about 
something that would normally enrich a child’s 
life – this is when it is a problem.  For example 
when I’m working with children, I’m always 
on the lookout for full or subtle avoidance of: 
social situations, learning opportunities and 
new experiences, and I talk with parents/carers 
about how we reduce this avoidance.  (I call this 
‘scared behaviour’ rather than avoidance with 
children/families).

This can be done gradually if needed (‘you just 
need to go for 5 minutes’, ‘you can take your 
iPad while you are there’, ‘you can go and sit 
in the library for a while in the morning if you 
need’, ‘you only need to say one sentence’) – 
but it doesn’t need to be done, and gradually 
increased.

If we just hope the child will ‘grow out of’ acting 
in an anxious way, we run the very real risk that 
children will become more anxious over time.

To help explain this to parents/carers and children 
- I draw a looping cycle on my whiteboard with a 
circle with ‘avoidance’ and an arrow to ‘fear’ and 
then another arrow leading back to ‘avoidance’.  
It’s important to be non-judgemental about this 
I find - and I will try to find an example from my 
own life to explain how it is absolutely instinctive 
to avoid things that are scary.

Sometimes I ask families if they have seen ‘The 
Croods’ as this movie gives a good example of 
how it had a lot of survival value to avoid scary 
things.

3.  Teach children to tolerate and manage 
anxiety in constructive ways
Anxiety is part of being human.  And 
unfortunately for some people (kids and adults) – 
it is more debilitating than for the average person.  
Around 30% of people are ‘emotionally sensitive’ 
with strong emotional reactions, and this often 
emerges in childhood or adolescence.  Life can 
be pretty tough for people like this.

It’s important to support children to find 
constructive ways to live with anxiety and worry, 
and to ask them what has worked for them.  
There are many strategies we can offer young 
people – including those listed above – such 
as relaxation, exercise, social support, calming 
words, reducing opportunities for uninterrupted 
rumination.  Some questions I find useful are:

‘What has helped you act more bravely in the 
past?’

‘What times in your life have you felt less 
anxious?’

‘What could you say to yourself to help you 
cope?’

‘What do other kids do to help them cope with 
they are anxious?’

‘How would you like to manage your worry?’

I encourage children and families to have written 
strategies and plans.  Sometimes this might just 
be a set of ‘coping cards’ in a pencil case, a 
reminder on a phone or a set routine for bedtime 
worries.

4.  Be prepared to not be able to ‘fix it’ with 
‘reasons not to worry’ 

Our first response when children tell us they are 
worried or anxious is often to tell them why they 
‘shouldn’t’ be afraid.  We tell them not to worry 
‘because…’

Parents/carers use this ‘don’t worry’ approach all 
the time but as professionals we do it too.  There 
is a huge pressure on us to ‘fix’ children who 
struggle with worry and we often go straight to 
the ‘but it’s fine because…’.  

Unfortunately this often doesn’t work very well.  
There are two reasons for this.  

First, for many children, their fear or anxiety is not 
entirely based on rational arguments – it’s ‘just 
a feeling’.  If you consider separation anxiety as 
an example, many children who experience this 
can’t explain why, or what they are worried about 
– they just feel anxious and uncomfortable when 
they are away from their caregivers.  We usually 
can’t fix this problem by giving kids reasons to 
be calm because they are not worried about any 
particular problem; they just feel anxious.

The second reason why using logic doesn’t 
always work is that we do live in an uncertain 
world – and scary and difficult events do occur.  
Children know this.  A very bright child I was 
working with recently was extremely anxious 
about his parents getting cancer.  Mum/dad had 
talked endlessly with him about their current 
good health – to no avail.  He was still worried 
because he knew that 1 in 3 Australians will get 
cancer in their lifetime.

Instead of trying to tell a child not to worry and to 
endlessly reassure them; sometimes we need to 
just be with them.  Remember the last time you 
felt worried about something at work/home/with 
your family, and a friend empathised, listened and 
cared for you?  If you are like most of us, it made 
you feel a little better.  Maybe more than if they’d 
just said ‘you should stop worrying because… 

• Empathy can be helpful for children too.

• I’m sorry you are worried about this.

• I can see you are anxious - may I give you a 
hug?

• I think lots of kids feel worried about this 
sometimes.

• I’ve worried about that too.

• It is not possible - nor our job - to remove all 
worry and anxiety from children’s lives.  

But it is possible - and our job in part - to care for 
them as they experience it.

All the best for your work with our young men

Used, republished  with permission. 
https://developingminds.net.au

If you are working with children and families 
who are struggling with anxiety– you might like 
to consider referring them to our online support 
program – www.calmkidcentral.com

Ms Jane Gaynor
Senior School Counsellor

From the 
Wellbeing 
Team
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BADMINTON

Open Badminton
CBC 7 defeated Blackfriars 5

Finishing with a win was quite satisfying in what has 
been a challenging 2017 season. Ray Liao, Kevin Liao 
and Leon Ha won their singles convincingly. Michael Kim 
also won his singles in three close sets.

Michael Kim played 2nd singles. He held on as best he 
could in another 3-setter only just missing out on a win 
in the last moments of the third set.

Ray and Kevin, Michael Kim and Nghia Du won their 
doubles. Kevin and Leon played a second doubles 
match, which they also won in 3 closely fought sets.

Thank you to the boys who readily accepted the 
challenge to play extra matches because we were 2 
players short. 

Mrs Anna Memma
Coach

BASKETBALL

Year 7 Red Basketball
CBC 24 defeated Tennyson 21

A fantastic effort by all.  All players determined to win 
this week. An impressive line-up of players who included 
Dylan Heinrich, Anthony Sosa, Isaac Rosewarne, 
Lachlan Coles, James Peterson, Nick Botsos and 
James Caldwell. Excellent goal shutting by Dylan 
throughout the match, with scoring done also by 
Anthony, Isaac and James Caldwell.

Thanks goes to the parents who support the team and 
transport students to the games. Thanks also to James 
Caldwell’s father, Phil, who scored for the game and 
coached the boys during break time. An excellent start 
to the fourth term season.

Ms Kay Oliphant
Coach

CRICKET

1st XI Cricket
St Peter’s College 2nd XI 7/244 defeated 
CBC 8/188

Fred Oliver opened the bowling on a beautifully prepared 
wicket on the CBC Main Oval, and held his line and 
length to send timber flying in his 3rd and 6th (wicket 
maiden) overs. He bowled his 8 overs straight out, 
showing his normal balance and composure, but also 
revealing new strength and endurance which gave the 
team great hope as he built the pressure. Joshua Young 
took over and 2/87 became 5/91 in a matter of minutes 
as he probed the batsmen’s weaknesses and made 
them make mistakes. Very well done. From there it was 
a game of go fetch as their No 7 and 9 combined for a 
ninety odd partnership. Oliver Alyanak and Jack Bastian 
bowled the last 14 overs between them really strongly, 
and kept the score down to a manageable target that 
could have ballooned had they not bowled as well as 
they did.

Bastian and William Mariuz put on runs quickly in the 
early overs, then Zane Caldwell batting at four put on 80 
with Mariuz and hopes were high of scoring the required 
runs but there was a steady procession of wickets, 
with some resistance, in the middle order. Young stood 
his ground to be 17 not out at stumps, and Oliver and 
Alyanak (9 no) showed great fortitude in trying to eke out 
as many runs as possible to support him in the final few 
overs. Overall, it was a great team effort in a game that 
ebbed and flowed and was played in great spirit. The 
match also saw the rise of stronger on field leadership 
from Caldwell, Mariuz and Bastian. Well played Brothers. 
We need fielding practice this week. Special thanks to 
Christopher Denholm for 12th man duties.

Best Batting: W Mariuz 54, Z Caldwell 40, J Young 17 
n.o.

Best Bowling: F Oliver 2/27 (8), J Young 3/49 (7)

Man of the match: J Young.

Mr Josh Roach
Coach

Year 8 Cricket
CBC 5/121 defeated St Michael’s 7/115 
CBC won by 6 runs

Ten players represented the Christian Brothers today, 
a slight improvement upon last week. St Michael’s 
provided an excellent wicket, upon which we took first 

use. However, within a handful of overs, we were in the 
mire: 4 key wickets were lost after 10 overs for a mere 
20 runs. 

St Michael’s opening bowlers gave our batsmen, Harry 
Chillingworth and William Reid, nothing to dispatch; 
obviously feeling the pressure, with the score only 8 after 
5 overs, Chillingworth, last week’s top scorer, rejected 
Reid’s call of ‘No’ and ran himself out. There might have 
been a run: we shall never know, but Reid cannot be 
blamed. The following over, Reid (6) himself received 
a perfect ball and played slightly across the line. Then 
Will Curnow spooned a catch to mid-on and Mackenzie 
Forbes, who had just square-cut a handsome boundary, 
was good enough to edge an out-swinger to slip for 7.

4 for 20. Things did not look rosy for the followers of 
the Blessed Edmund Rice. But the spirit of the Christian 
Brothers lives on and Matthew Cerone and Alwin Siby 
produced one of the most significant partnerships that 
I have witnessed at this level. They batted for 15 overs 
and accumulated 97 runs together. It was a stand 
of considerable character, digging their side out of a 
crevasse. They rode a small amount of luck, but the 
crucial element was their running between wickets. Siby 
is the fastest thing on two legs (after Usain Bolt), but 
Cerone accepted his every call and always made his 
ground. He will be a tired boy tonight. They both played 
with initial restraint, before growing more expansive; 
they remained together until the final over of the innings, 
when Cerone was ‘lbw’ for exactly 50, giving Brayden 
Allerby just time to give the strike back to Siby (37*). 5 
for 121 gave us something to defend.

Our last week’s opening bowlers were not present – 
they were not needed. Curnow bowled a couple of 
decent overs, perhaps not quite as incisive as last week, 
but Brayden Allerby was hugely better this time. In his 
second over he hit the stumps twice. The captain rightly 
gave him 5 overs and he took 2 further wickets, thanks 
to a sharp catch by Curnow and a return catch by 
himself, giving him the splendid figures of 4 for 13. The 
other really impressive bowler was Ayush Gadhvi, whose 
4 overs yielded 1 for 6; he was quick and accurate. 
Others to feature in the wickets column were Siby and 
Reid, who bowled a left-hander round his legs.

Our fielding was less good than last week. We dropped 
three catches: one very easy, two very difficult, and the 
ground fielding was less accurate. Also, we botched 
6 or 7 run-out opportunities through panicking; two of 
them were unmissable! 

St Michael’s also had a semi-centurion, and after 20 
overs they were 99 for 4 - we had been merely 75 for 4 
at the same stage – and were apparently cruising. The 
difference was that, in the final 5 overs of our innings, 
the Siby/Cerone assault added 45 runs to the total, 
whereas St Michael’s could only muster 16 in their last 
5; this is a credit to our bowlers. 

Reid was entrusted with the crucial final over. St 
Michael’s required 14 runs to win. The first two balls 
were ‘wides’, but then Reid slipped into gear and 
contained the batsmen, such that we finished with a 
meagre 6 run advantage – a tense finale, indeed.

Last week with 9 men we lost narrowly to St Ignatius; 
today with 10 men we narrowly beat St Michael’s. Just 
think what we might achieve next week, at home to 
Adelaide High, if we field a full team!

My thanks to Mrs Reid for her accurate and sightly 
scoring.

Mr Lingard Goulding
Coach

Year 6/7 Cricket
Immanuel College 9/137 (23 overs) defeated 
CBC 3/98 (25 overs)

Best Players: T Kay 19 n.o., J Walker 15 n.o., D Ryan 
– 10 n.o., D Gunatilaka 2/4 (2 overs), E 
Kelsey 1/4 (2 overs), E Kelsey 3 catches, 
J Walker 2 catches

After losing the toss and batting first, CBC made a 
respectable 98 runs, with 8 players remaining not out. 
Toby Kay, Jed Walker and Dylan Ryan were the best of 
the batsmen. Unfortunately, we probably had too many 
dot balls throughout the innings and players need to be 
able to score more regularly, particularly taking quick 
singles, to keep the scoreboard turning over. Immanuel 
are a very good team and were able to chase down our 

CBC / St Aloysius College Senior Chess Competition
On Monday the 30th of October, SAC hosted a chess competition against CBC. CBC team 
members consisted of the chess captain, Sebastian Josef Stenchlik (Year 11), Zac Villis 
(Year 11), Ethan Colgan (Year 11), Nicolas Vidal (Year 9) and Jack Mills (Year 8). During the 
competition, games were intense, involving much concentration and problem-solving skills.  
The competition was enjoyed by all, with CBC convincingly defeating SAC. Players who 
received an honourable mention were Nicolas and Jack.



score quite comfortably, in the 14th over. Seven CBC 
players were able to get a wicket when bowling, which 
was pleasing. Diaan Gunatilaka in his first game took 2 
wickets and Ethan Kelsey was very economical. There 
were some terrific catches taken in the field, with Ethan 
taking 3 and Jed 2 catches. Jed’s second catch diving 
forward at deep mid-wicket was the catch of the day. 
Even though CBC lost, the effort and enthusiasm from 
all players was very pleasing. 

Mr Peter Tippins
Coach

Year 4/5 Cricket
Blackfriars 8/130 defeated CBC 3/110

Although the first reference to cricket appeared in 
the 13th century, the game only gained popularity 
in the 17th century, when English aristocrats started 
playing it. They decreed that cricket would be played 
in ‘a gentlemanly manner’, which means no sledging, 
cheating, bodyline bowling, temper tantrums or 
excessive appealing. If the batsman knew he was out, 
he should ‘walk’ even if the umpire decided otherwise.

We were reminded of cricket’s ‘gentlemanly manner’ 
on Saturday with some generous sportsmanship from 
Blackfriars on three separate occasions. With only five 
CBC players present at the time of the toss, Blacks 
very kindly allowed us to bat first, meaning we weren’t 
forced to bowl to three fieldsmen (good deed no. 1). Our 
numbers nearly doubled over the first few overs of the 
innings, with nine players eventually making to Barton 
Terrace West.

Ryan Paul got us off to the perfect start, scoring 
19 almost-effortless runs before retiring after eight 
overs. Adam Mencel provided strong support, retiring 
concurrently with 14 runs. Once again, runs became 
harder to come by after the openers retired. John 
O’Mahoney hit two 4s before retiring, David McBride-
Hellewell also found the boundary twice, before being 
run out from a direct hit. Adam came back in for the final 
over after the fall of a wicket to crack 13 additional runs 
to bring his match total to 27 not out.

Blackfriars kindly leant us two fieldsmen for most of 
their batting innings (good deed no. 2) and also let us 
borrow some wicket keeping gloves, as our two regular 
‘keepers were both absent (good deed no. 3).

Our bowling and fielding improved from last week, 
including four run outs during the innings, though 130 
runs is still a lot to concede in 25 overs. Wicket takers 
were Marcus Mabarrack 1/6 (3), John 1/7 (3), Ryan 
1/8 (3) and Harrison Kerkman 1/19 (3). John also took 
two good catches, one off his own bowling and one off 
Harrison’s. David and Adam also did a solid job behind 
the stumps.

Players and parents are reminded that trainings are 
Thursday afternoon 3:30 – 5:00. I hope to see all players 
in attendance. 

Mr Thomas McLean
Coach

TENNIS

Drive Tennis
Immanuel College defeated CBC 
(Rnd 10, 21 Oct)

Not the start to Term 4 that we were after!  We were 
clinically beaten in all matches by a very accomplished 
team.

Special mention goes to 

• Nick Davies who was involved in a stirring tie 
breaker at 5-5 and had his chances to take the 
win, but eventually going down 9-7. Nick certainly 
played well enough to win and looks to have a very 
good season ahead.

• Joe Farina who displayed typical fighting spirit 
to go close in his singles match staging a great 
comeback from a shaky start.

CBC 6 sets defeated Woodcroft 3 sets 
(Rnd 11, 28 Oct)

A great result to come back from a disappointing 
opening round last week. Training had been solid 
leading up to this fixture and all boys showed talent and 
composure to get the upper hand in matches.

Wins in doubles for the Hynes /Edey combination 6-2 
and the Davies/Pinyon team 6-2

This was a great start to the morning’s tennis.  Volleying 
will have to improve though.

Singles wins to 

• Pierce Hynes 6-3 Controlled the match throughout.

• Morgan Edey 6-1 consistent aggressive hitting from 
the back of the court

• Nick Davies 6-2 Reward for improvement over the 
last few months. Nick is now competing very well.

• Matt Pinyon 6-0 This was a very clinical display … 
well done Matt. 

Special mention to Joe Farina and Aaron Marchioro 
who both battled hard in their singles matches – tight 
contests that they just missed out on.

Mr Paul Horgan
Coach

Middle A2 Tennis
St Peter’s College 9 sets (56 games) 
defeated CBC 1 set (28 games)

Congratulations to Saints, they were simply too 
good for us on Saturday. As the score sheet clearly 
demonstrates, our lads struggled against a more skillful 
and determined opposition. Brodie Winter and Patrick 
Hogan played a marathon match in the doubles before 
they finally conceded 5-7 to their opponents. In the 
other doubles, Ricky Nyugen/Giuseppe Baldino and Kris 
Pantelios/Aaron Opperman, persisted till the end, going 
down 3-6 in both sets. In the singles, Nguyen (3-6) 
and Opperman (4-6) demonstrated plenty of fight but 
it was Brodie Winter who shone brightly for the team. 
Playing at No.1, his stunning 6-1 victory was all class! 
Hogan, Baldino, Pantelios and Pannunzio also lost their 
matches but were gracious in defeat. Although we were 
outclassed on the day, the player’s perseverance and 
sportsmanship was commendable.  

Mr George Caretti
Coach

WATER POLO

Senior Water Polo
CBC 8 drew with Blackfriars 8

Goal Scorers: Marcello Guider 3, Lachlan Geisler 2, 
Mitchell Starr 1, Laurence Giannetta 1, 
Liam May 1

What a difference a week makes in sport. For the 
second week in a row we played Blackfriars, but this 
week we jumped them with the first 3 goals of the 
match, leading 3-1 at Quarter time. This was due to 
a tight defensive game plan initiated by Mitchell Star 
and an explosive attacking quarter by Marcello who 
dominated the Blacks defenders. Lachlan Geisler was 
also dangerous up forward.

For the entire match our defensive pressure was very 
impressive and the Blacks forward player who had 
dominated last week was taking ridiculous shots and 
becoming very frustrated under the pressure.  Mitchell 
and Laurence rotated the strong tag on him with Liam 
May also taking his turn as the tagging defender.  It 
was a total team effort and the mood of the boys was 
positive and enthusiastic.

As the game went on our boys found it hard to keep 
up the energy but we never took a backward step as 
the inevitable fight-back from Blacks eventuated in 
the second half.  Liam had been a great fill-in goalie in 
Week 1 but he was able to sneak forward and score 
his maiden water polo game which was an excellent 
highlight. Hayden Clarke who was our best player this 
year again made some desperate saves and marshalled 

the defence throughout the match.

By three-quarter time Blacks had fought back to equal 
the match at 6-all and we were struggling for fitness.  
We started the last quarter with a flurry but missed two 
vital opportunities and when our opposition scored 
twice on the counter-attack the situation looked bleak.  
However, geed on by some vocal Year 12 students who 
came to offer support – led by our College Captain Will 
Strange – our team rallied as one to score two goals late 
to equalise.  We had three good shots to win the match 
in the last minute of the match but a great save and two 
cross-bar shots ensured we weren’t able to claim our 
first senior victory over Black Friars.  We had to settle 
for the draw which was some consolation.  The boys 
were a little disappointed but they can feel proud of their 
efforts.  The supporting Year 12 lads were amazed at 
the intensity of water polo and felt admiration for the 
effort given by our entire team.

Max Tyler and Callum Moran gave us great service off 
the bench. Marcello, Max and Callum had to back up in 
the Year 8/9 Team match immediately after the senior 
game. This would be one of the best efforts ever by a 
CBC team in water polo in our very short history.  Great 
effort to all involved.

Mr Rick Mackereth
Coach

Middle B Water Polo
St Peter’s College 10 defeated CBC 6

Goal Scorers: M Guider 4, D Rakocevic 1

CBC Middle School team entered the pool for the first 
time this term. They faced a strong competition from St 
Peters.  The boys watched the senior team during the 
game beforehand, which gave them the chance to see 
game play and ways to move the ball around the pool 
and keep the opposition at length.

With plenty of enthusiasm they commenced the game. 
Having watch the senior team, they quickly showed they 
knew they had a job to do and were getting on with the 
task.  St Peters didn’t hesitate putting a score on the 
board, but the CBC had tenacity.  After resting from the 
senior game Marcello capitalized on a chance and CBC 
started putting on a score. The first quarter ended 2, 1 
St Peters way.

Liam had to work hard in goals, but persisted in 
challenging the opponents.  Their persistence paid off, 
with Saints only scoring 1 goal in the second quarter, 
whilst Lachlan and Marcello worked together to add 2 
more goals.  The half time bell sounded with the score 3 
goals apiece.

Energy levels took their toll and the team showed 
signs of tiring. Which, having had 4 players play with 
the seniors was understandable.  Nevertheless, with 
strong defence from Max and passing from Johnathon 
both skillfully intercepting passes, CBC was able to 
score putting their score at 5 goals to end the quarter, 
unfortunately Saints had increased their score to 7 
goals.

Regular rotation with Damien and Andre, as well as 
Callum in goals, a large number of attacking moves 
from the opposition were stopped by CBC.  The 
fourth quarter moved Saints way seeing the final score 
standing at 10, 6 Saints way.  The chance to participate, 
develop games strategies and match stronger 
opposition put the team in a healthy position for future 
games.

Well done everyone.

Mr Peter Donnelly
Coach


